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The Ultimate Cannabis Bud Inspector App launches Kickstarter Campaign

Now Seeking Community Support via Kickstarter, KHRONIC is an AI Powered App that Identifies Cannabis Types &
Checks Their Quality
MIAMI ? October 15, 2020 /Canna Newswire/ ?] Khronic A.I. (www.khronicai.com) is a remarkable new artificial intelligence
based smartphone application that enables its users to identify different types of Cannabis. The app is an equivalent of having a fully
equipped laboratory inside a pocket, and in addition to identifying the type of a cannabis flower, the app also performs a quality
check on it. Moreover, the creators of this app have recently launched a crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter to raise funds and
support for this project, welcoming everyone for generous backing.
?This user-friendly app identifies, assesses, and generate reports regarding the type, quality, content, and categories of the cannabis
flowers,? said Sam Paniagua, Khronic.AI spokesperson, while introducing this project to the Kickstarter community. ?Users simply
have to point their phone camera at a cannabis flower and the app will do the rest. Furthermore, it will even predict the effects of a
particular cannabis flower on the user.?
Kickstarter Campaign is located on the web at:
www.kickstarter.com/projects/khronicai/khronicai-instant-cannabis-recognition-ai-lab-app and all funds raised through this
Kickstarter campaign will play a major role in the launch and operationalization of this universally available app. Moreover, the goal
of this Kickstarter campaign is to raise a sum of US$ 4,200 and the app developers are offering several great rewards and perks for
the backers. Furthermore, more details are available on the Kickstarter campaign page of the project.
About This Project
Khronic.AI is a remarkable new AI powered smartphone app that is emerging as the ultimate cannabis bud inspector app. The app
finds out exactly what is there in a cannabis bud and it will serve as a mobile lab in a pocket for its users. This project is currently
being crowdfunded on Kickstarter and backers are being welcomed to pledge.
Follow Kronic A.I. on social media:
Facebook: fb:/khronicapp | Twitter: @khronicapp
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